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Sons of Any Key at Jamm Studios, St. Helens 

 

Long standing Hatters member Marco Randolfi was hosting a Guitar Clinic at his St. Helens based 

music studio and wanted the event to have a biking theme to it. So, during a recent chapter meeting, 

he put out the invitation to fellow Hatters members to join him and take part in the event. On the day, 

Sunday the 26th June, 12 Hatters members took up the call and met up at Barton for a leisurely ride, 

led by Head Road Captain Ross, over the West Peninine Moors to Rivington then on to Blackrod, 

Standish, Shevington, Orrell and Billinge to meet up with Marco at the Windle Hotel on the outskirts of 

St. Helens. 

    

    

The numbers swelled to 18 bikes at the hotel as more Hatters members along with HOG members 

from Deva Legion and Red Rose Chapters joined the group. Marco arrived along with Paul Glover 

who was the musician who was presenting the session later at the studio. He had sportingly agreed to 

ride pillion on Marco’s Harley complete with white guitar in hand to head up the procession ride to the 

studio. After a few photographs we set off as a group for an extended run around the block finishing at 

Jamm Studios where the session participants were waiting outside on the pavement to watch us all 

arrive.  
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After lining the bikes up in the street we all moved inside to observe the proceedings. By this time the 

room was full of budding guitarist who were listening intently to Paul who was going into great detail 

about chords, fifths, majors and minors etc. etc. This was clearly at a different level than the Bert 

Weedon’s Play in a Day Guide that some of us consulted in the past while aspiring to be another 

Clapton, McCartney or Lennon. 

    

Leaving the musicians to do their thing, we were invited into another room where Marco had very 

kindly laid on lunch and refreshments for us which had been prepared by Marco’s mum and was 

served up by her with assistance from Marco’s wife Elaine. 

When the time came for us to take our leave, the rain had unfortunately arrived so it was on with the 

waterproofs for the short ride home. 

 

 Thanks Marco for letting us join you on your fantastic day and also thanks to Marco’s mum and 

Elaine for the delicious food and refreshments. 

MG 10/07/2016  


